Abstract
Introduction
Prerogative linguistically comes from Latin Language praerogativa (selected as the first to vote), praerogrativus (asks as the first to vote), praerogare (asks before asking another) 1 . In another sense, there are also those who define prerogative as a privilege. Meanwhile, prerogative rights according to the Big Indonesian Dictionary are defined as privileges that exist in someone because of his position as head of state.
2
Before the amendment to the 1945 Constitution, the sign of the president's prerogative can be seen in Article 11.12, 13, Article 14, Article 15, and Article 17. Through these articles, the president has the freedom to run the government without intervention from other institutions, for example, the House of Representatives (DPR). It is as if the application of the provisions in these articles is absolutely the power of the president. Several opinions also stated that prerogative right is equal to constitutional privilege by means that those rights had clear regulation in the nation's constitution. That constitutional right is the privilege given to the president hence regulated in the nation's constitution. Scientifically, the view on prerogative right mostly contains opinions from state administrations experts that exist. That thinking evokes pro and contradictive manners in giving an interpretation of prerogative right usage. The state administrative law graduates that convey their opinions on prerogative right amongst them is Mahfud MD who stated:
"Whether or not a prerogative right exists in a constitution, it will not be an issue, depending on how that prerogative right is interpreted. For the prerogative right exists if the President has the right to do a certain act without asking for permission from another individual or other institutions. As a result, the prerogative right does not have to be necessarily annulled, but lessened". At the beginning of the administration of the government based on the 1945 Constitution before the amendment was adopted by the Presidential system where the President held power as Head of Government and also as head of State, this could be seen from the provisions of article 4 paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution before the amendment that the President of the Republic Indonesia holds the power of government and according to the provisions of article 17 paragraph (1), (2) and paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution before the amendment determines that the President is assisted by state ministers. The Ministers are appointed and dismissed by the President; the ministers lead government departments.
9 From the provisions of Article 4 and Article 17 of the 1945 Constitution before this amendment, it is clear that the system of government adopted is a presidential system, namely the President holds the power of government, ministers are appointed and dismissed by the President. These ministers are not responsible to the House of Representatives but depend on the President. They are assistants to the President (Number IV Explanation of the 1945 Constitution). This provision is a characteristic of a presidential system in the administration of the state. Some of the sovereignty by the 1945 Constitution before the amendment was submitted to the President of the Republic of Indonesia, among others, was the function of the Head of Government and the function of the Head of State. The President as Head of Government, has the power, among others, the President holds the power of government. What is meant by the government is all matters in organizing the welfare of the people and the interests of their own country (Article 4 paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution).
On the other hand, the President is not responsible to the House of Representatives, meaning that the President's position is not dependent on the House of Representatives. This is because at that time state institutions had not been established. As a result, all powers were delegated to the President through Article IV of the Transitional Rules which read; " Before the People's Consultative Assembly, the People's Legislative Assembly, and the Supreme Advisory Council were formed according to the Constitution; all its powers were carried out by the President with the help of a National Committee." About the Relationship between institution Wilopo said there are balances or check and balances regarding the relationship between these institutions, Wilopo mentioned a balance or check and balances typically between the government and the House of Representatives which are equally strong. The House of Representatives is strong because the government can not dissolve it, and the government also because the House of Representatives can not impose it.
10 Some of the power considered as Presidents Prerogative Rights on that era is to hold the power that makes Constitution with House of the Representative agreement.
11 President set Government Regulations to enforce the law; The President appoints ambassadors and consuls, 12 the President gives clemency, amnesty, abolition, and rehabilitation. 13 The President gave matrimony, honors, and other honors.
14 The President has the authority to appoint and dismiss state Ministers.
15
The concentration of power that lies in the hands of the president 16 based on Article IV of the Transitional Rules turns out to cause problems relating to public opinion, AG. Pringgodigdo stated, among people who were not happy with the establishment of the Republic of Indonesia, an opinion was developed that the country of Indonesia was not a democratic country, but a fascist or Nazi state led by a Fuhrer or Duce, 17 Constitution before the amendment, the state power centered on the President is limited to a maximum of six months after the Great East Asia war.
President's Prerogative Rights In The Constitution of The United
Republic of Indonesia The Preparatory Committee for Independence established four years after the nation under The Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia on August 18th, 1945, the government of Indonesia was forced to do fundamental changes on the state's form, government system, and its primary laws. The condition that the newly-born Indonesia went through turned out to be an effect from the Dutch political government that wanted to regain their power over Indonesia after the Japanese troops surrendered to the Allies. The Netherlands tried to establish countries, such as the state of East Sumatera, the state of East Indonesia, the state of Pasundan, and the state of East Java. In line with the Dutch's effort, thus happened aggression I in the year of 1947, and aggression II in the year of 1948.
18 Such condition invited worldwide concern. As a result, the United Nations urged the Dutch's and Indonesia's government to hold a negotiation, Such conditions invite world concerns. As a result, the United Nations (UN) urges the Dutch government and the Indonesian government to negotiate, which later became known as "The Round Table Convention."   19 In this conference was created three primary agreements, that is: 20 a. Establish the Republic Nation of United Indonesia b. Surrender of sovereignty to the Republic of United c. Uni established between the Republic of United Indonesia and the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The Constitution of the Republic of United Indonesia is a temporary constitution. Therefore, it has been provided in the constitution an institution that was given a special authority to form a permanent constitution. That institution was named "konstituante".
21
The establishment of the United Republic of Indonesia on December 27th, 1949, alongside the Constitution of the Republic of United Indonesia as the fundamental law, meanwhile the form of the nation was changed from unitary to federal, and the government system from The Constitution of the 18 ministers. 42 The appointment and dismissal between the Ministers and Ministers as well as the termination of the cabinet are carried out by the President's decision. 43 The greater power found in this era is where the President has the right to dissolve the Regional Representative Council.
44
The President also provides honors that are held by law. 45 In the judicial sector too, the President has the right to give the garage the penalties imposed by a court decision. 46 It was done after asking for advice from the Supreme Court just by law, and no other court was appointed to give advice. Whereas amnesty and abolition can only be given by law or by the power of the law, by the President after asking for advice from the Supreme Court.
47
In the case of foreign relations, the President holds and approves agreements (treaties) and agreements with other countries. 
President Prerogative Rights on Constitutional Law 1945 Years 1960 until 1998
About prerogative rights in the 1945 Constitution, the material is the same as the 1945 Constitution which was effective at the beginning of independence.
President Prerogative Rights on Constitutional Law 1945 after amendments
The amendment to the constitution was carried out as an effort to limit the power of the President on the pretext of applying the principle of strict separation of powers between the legislature and the executive. The legislative function is associated with parliamentary functions while the President has only executive functions. This idea is what will influence the minds of the members of the People's Consultative Assembly so that the amendments to the 1945 Constitution want to reinforce the power of the People's Legislative Assembly in the Legislative field. According to Abraham Amos, changes to the Constitution occur because of an external force element that wants a change in the constitutional paradigm. 49 Likewise, Satya Arinanto stated that the constitution passed at a time might lose its relevance at other times, and such a period has arrived for Indonesia, and the Constitution passed in 1945. This Constitution, which was originally designed as a temporary document, has been regarded as a reference point for the authoritarian rulers who have curbed the country for more than three decades.
50
The President, according to the 1945 Constitution after the amendment, has several constitutional authorities to be exercised which must first be approved by the House of Representatives and the Supreme Court, including; First, declaring war, making peace, and agreements with other countries with the approval of the House of Representatives.
51 Second, make international agreements that cause widespread and fundamental consequences for people's lives related to the financial burden of the state, and require changes or formation of laws with the approval of the House of Representatives.
52 Third, Appoint ambassadors and consuls by taking into account the considerations of the House of Representatives. 53 In the case of the President's authority to appoint ambassadors and consuls, as well as accepting ambassadors from other countries, they are also subject to restrictions. The authority of the president in this matter is only a single one, meaning that the president does not need to seek approval from another party, now for the implementation of the President ("must") pay attention to the considerations of the House of Representatives. So, it is no longer a Prerogative of the President. It appears that the aspect of the balance of power regarding the relationship between the President and the House of Representatives appears in this issue. 54 Fourth, Receive placement of ambassadors of other countries by observing the considerations of the House of Representatives.
55 Fifth, Giving clemency and rehabilitation by paying attention to the consideration of the Supreme Court.
56 Sixth, Giving amnesty and abolition by paying attention to the considerations of the House of Representatives.
57
The authority of the President to grant clemency, amnesty, abolition, and rehabilitation as stipulated in article 14 also has limitations. Now in the case of the President giving Clemency and Rehabilitation, ("must") consider the Supreme Court. If the President gives amnesty and abolition, also ("must") also pay attention to the considerations of the House of Representatives. Here, there is an aspect of the balance of power not only 
58
Also there is also the authority that is owned by the President which is regulated by law, among others: a. Giving degrees, honors, and other honors that are regulated by law. 59 Likewise, the President's authority in giving titles, service marks, and other honors, as stipulated in article 15, also experienced a reduction. The President no longer has the Prerogative, because the President's authority to give titles, honors, and other honors will be regulated by law. This means that there is a measuring instrument or clear criteria in its application. Experience so far in granting titles, honors and other honors is only dependent on the subjective "loyalty" assessment of the President. This change implies that implicitly there must be approval from the House of Representatives. 60 b. The President declares a state of danger. The conditions and consequences of the hazard are determined by law. 61 The President, authorized to declare a state of danger. It means that if all or part of the State's territory will be declared in a state of civil emergency, military emergency, or state of war, it is entirely the authority of the President without the approval of another position.
62
There is also the authority possessed by the President in the 1945 Constitution after amendments which do not need consideration from the House of Representatives and the Supreme Court and are not regulated by law, including: a. The President holds the highest authority over the Army, Navy and Air Force. 63 Harun Alrasid 64 explicitly did not say that the president within the framework of the 1945 Constitution has prerogative rights, but from his description, it can be seen that the President has prerogative rights. For example, the President holds the highest authority over the Army, Navy, and Air Force, so that the top level decisions in the military field are in the hands of the President. b. To appoint and dismiss the minister of state. 65 The President also without the approval of other officials, is authorized to appoint ministers. From the provisions of the minister appointed and dismissed by the (2) and (3) so that it reads: c. Ministers are appointed and terminated by the President d. Every Minister in charge of Specific Affairs in Government Generally it is understood that the 1945 Constitution before the change gave Prerogative authority to the President through articles 10 through article 15 and article 17, so that the President in exercising his authority did not need to ask for approval from other institutions, for example, the House of Representatives. However, when the 1945 Constitution was amended, the structure of the 1945 Constitution experienced extraordinary changes. The articles that had previously given full authority to the President to administer the government, after the amendment to the 1945 Constitution the President's authority experienced a considerable reduction. There is a requirement for the President to seek approval from the House of Representatives, 67 but there are also those who "must" pay attention to the deliberations of the House of Representatives (DPR) 68 , or consideration of the Supreme Court.
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D. Conclusion
It's shown by constitution applied and applies today in Indonesia that the using of Prerogative Rights experiences the tides. Its affected by checks and balances concept and distribution of power. Therefore the use of prerogative rights as in the previous constitution was more directed to heavy executives who did not require confirmation from other state institutions. Now, it has begun to be restricted thus the use of the term prerogative privileges is no longer as pure as before. 
